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Welcome to Atik Cameras and QSImaging at AIC 2019

Atik Cameras manufacture a diverse range of quality
astrophotography equipment to suit every level of ability.
Our CCD cameras range from the Infinity (a camera dedicated
to video astronomy) to the versatile 4-series and the impressive
large format range. If you’re looking for a CMOS sensor,
the Horizon is an amazing, quality cooled 16MP solution.
Additionally we have accessories and software to help you
get the most from your equipment. Our products are made by
astrophotographers for astrophotographers.

QSI is a brand dedicated to making high quality CCD cameras
with no expense spared. We’ve maintained our place in the
market as the professional astrophotographers camera of
choice thanks to our low-noise electronics that consistently
produce the best data.
Our aim is to design and manufacture world-class scientific
cameras for applications that require superior imaging
performance such as astronomical, life science, research and
industrial imaging, with completely integrated technology.

Please come and
visit our friendly
Atik and QSI team
on stand 1 and 2,
for expert
astrophotography
advice, tips,
troubleshooting,
and of course, the
latest exciting
additions to our
product range

What’s new for

QSI are proud to announce a new large
format camera, the QSI-6162. This features
the mighty KAF -16200 CCD sensor, produced
specifically for astrophotography. The larger
case accommodates the 16MP sensor and
2” filters, with the same high quality QSI
electronics. Options include an off axis
guider and a choice of 5 or 8 position filter
wheel, for the complete astrophotography
solution.
Now available to order.
If you want quality, you want QSI.

WE’D LIKE
YOU TO MEET

Image courtesy of Olivier Aguerre
taken with an Atik One 6.0

A small computer that can be mounted to your telescope
to conveniently control cameras and other hardware from
your portable devices, giving a new level of portability and
convenience to your imaging. The software is a collaboration
with Ikarus Technologies to create a custom version of their highly
regarded StellaMate system. Now you can enjoy auto-focusing,
powerful image acquisition, plate solving and high accuracy
GoTo telescope control. Uniquely, the ATIKbase features an
offline EKOS live mode allowing your mobile device to control the
imaging system without requiring access to the internet or VNC....
perfect for star parties!
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See the full Atik range at
www.atik-cameras.com

BRAND NEW FILTER OFFER
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AN ATIK FILTER SET WHEN
PURCHASED WITH ANY
ATIK MONO CAMERA
(with the exception of the Atik GP)
please ask for details

